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To Create a Wildly Successful List Building Campaign
from Social Media

7-STEP CHECKLIST

DISCOVER MY WHY + END RESULT
Why do you want to build a following? What is the end result that you would like to
achieve from building a loyal + engaged email list?

CREATE MY FREE LEAD MAGNET THAT SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO MY
IDEAL CUSTOMER

SET UP MY HIGH CONVERTING LANDING PAGE

A lead magnet is a piece of valuable content that you give away for free in exchange
for an email address. This content should provide the solution for what your ideal
client wants (not what YOU think they need. If you are unclear, interview at least 3
previous clients and ask them!) Wow them with incredible content. I love using free
social media challenges for this!

Market your free lead magnet on a landing page that is mobile friendly. This will
eliminate distractions that are typically on a regular website. In addition, 80% of
social media users are mobile. My favorite landing page creator is Leadpages.

EMAIL FOLLOW-UP SEQUENCE IN PLACE
After you receive an opt-in, what is the journey that you want your potential
customer to go through? How can you warm them up to get to know, like and trust
you? Perhaps this is sending a pre-recorded follow up video that tells more about
you, your story and your mission.

KILLER LOWER-END PRODUCT OFFERING 
Most people won’t immediately invest in your high end services and products if
they don’t know or trust you yet. By creating a low-end offering (under $99), you
have the opportunity to build that closer relationship and give them some results
before making a higher-investment offer.
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LAUNCH MY TRAFFIC
Facebook ads is by far the most powerful traffic source online right now. You can
target women who follow specific brands, women who just got engaged and like to
travel. You can be super specific and put your message right in their newsfeed.
Write out at least 5 brands or pages on Facebook that your ideal client would
follow. In addition put the URL to your new lead magnet on all of your social media
profiles, website and description of your cover images on Facebook.

TEST, TWEAK + MEASURE
Most of the time you won’t hit it out of the park from your very first list building
campaign. Measure your conversion rate on your page, measure the cost per lead
from your Facebook Ads and tweak your content every single day to achieve your
desired result.

READY TO TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO
THE NEXT LEVEL?

JOIN ME LIVE AS I WALK YOU THROUGH, STEP-BY-STEP ON HOW
TO BUILD A 6-FIGURE ONLINE BUSINESS, GROW YOUR EMAIL

LIST & ATTRACT MAGICAL CLIENTS

Save Your Seat
Here: http://DevaniFreeman.com/6figurebizwebinar
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MY FAVORITE LEAD MAGNET THAT
CONVERTS LIKE CRAZY

BONUS 

FREE SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGES
Examples: 10 Day Manifesting Challenge or 5 Day Build Your Audience Challenge
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MY FAVORITE LEAD MAGNET TOOLS
BONUS 

LEADPAGES (To create your opt-in Page)
AWEBER (Email Management Software)
CANVA (What I use to create stunning graphics)
CAMTASIA (How to record a Powerpoint or Keynote
presentation)
VIMEO PRO (Where I host videos to keep hidden from the
public so only my tribe has access)
IPHONE (No excuses not to do video!!)
DROPBOX (Store files, videos and more. Access and share
from mobile or desktop)
FIVERR (Outsource graphic design, tasks and more for $5)

READY TO TAKE YOUR BUSINESS TO
THE NEXT LEVEL?

JOIN ME LIVE AS I WALK YOU THROUGH, STEP-BY-STEP ON HOW
TO DO THIS!

Save Your Seat Here:
http://DevaniFreeman.com/6figurebizwebinar


